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Chamber and Duct Systems
MCX RapidSTACK™ A - B Chambers

NAL RapidSTACK™ A chambers are fully compliant to the current specifi cation for highway works, 1500 series, and 
are an acceptable solution to highways jointing chambers. All are manufactured to the latest MCX 0815 specifi cation.

Each RapidSTACK™ chamber ring has a unique 76mm bedding area for the fi nal specifi ed cover to sit on, ensuring 
the full B125 or D400 loading is accurately distributed. The high strength of these chambers means that no internal 
bracing is required during the initial installation.

Advantages

 Unique design of interchangeable sections

 Wide range of sizes available from 450mm to 3500mm

 Depth in multiples of 150mm, stackable system

 Chambers are tested and certifi ed to perform to the vertical load 
requirements specifi ed in pr-EN 124 and BS EN124: 1994

 No internal bracing required during initial installation

 RapidSTACK™ Highway chambers are tested and certifi ed to withstand 
D400 (40t) loadings by independent UKAS accredited test houses

 RapidSTACK™ Highway chambers meet the latest HA104/09 
requirements for a full 76mm width bedding area, required for 
associated cover and frame to sit*

* Although RapidSTACK™ conform to this standard, it should be noted that this standard 
only relates to access/gully tops (covers)
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Chamber and Duct Systems
MCX RapidSTACK™ A - B Chambers

Steps Irons Cable Management

Step Irons

Pre-fi tted or retro fi tted steps are available for chambers over 600mm deep 
to allow safe personnel entry and exit from chambers. Step Irons are
manufactured to BS EN13101.

Cable Management

A range of de-mountable cable bearers of various lengths assist in the 
organisation of excess cables within the access chamber.

Eye Bolt

A range of steel eyebolts and cast in cable anchors offer secure tethering 
points for cables or drawcord.

Bellmouth

Provides a smooth fi nish to the cut end of a duct while preventing the 
duct from pushing any further into the chamber, which can restrict access.  
Bellmouths are manufactured in polypropylene and are available in a variety 
of colours and sizes.

Hole Cutter

A wide range of various diameter circular saws to suit most duct sizes allow 
access holes to be drilled in the RapidSTACK™ access chamber while on site.    


